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Abstract. There is currently a large interest in relational proba-

bilistic models. While the concept of context-specific independence

(CSI) has been well-studied for models such as Bayesian networks,

this is not the case for relational probabilistic models. In this paper

we show that directed relational probabilistic models often exhibit

CSI by identifying three different sources of CSI in such models (two

of which are inherent to the relational character of the models).

It is known that CSI can be used to speed up probabilistic infer-

ence. In this paper we show how to do this in a general way for

approximate inference based on Gibbs sampling. We perform ex-

periments on real-world data to analyze the influence of the three

different types of CSI. The results show that exploiting CSI yields

speedups of up to an order of magnitude.

1 INTRODUCTION

The main idea behind probabilistic models such as Bayesian net-

works is to exploit the independencies in a probability distribution in

order to represent this distribution compactly. Conditional indepen-

dence (CI) occurs when observing the state of some random variables

makes some other random variables mutually independent. Context-

specific independence (CSI) [2] occurs when the above does not hold

regardless of what the observed state is, but only when it equals a

particular state called the context. CSI is a weaker but more fine-

grained notion of independence than CI [10]. CI is at the very core

of probabilistic models such as Bayesian networks: the structure of a

Bayesian networks reflects the conditional independencies in the as-

sociated probability distribution. CSI, in contrast, cannot be captured

by the structure of a Bayesian network but only by its parameters (the

conditional probability distributions) [2].

Independencies in probabilistic models are the key to making in-

ference efficient. The fact that CSI is a weaker form of independence

than CI has two opposing effects in this respect. On the one hand,

making inference more efficient by exploiting CSI is more difficult

than by exploiting CI. On the other hand, there is more often an op-

portunity to exploit CSI than to exploit CI, simply because CSI oc-

curs more often (as it requires fewer independence assumptions).

In the field of artificial intelligence there is a large interest in rela-

tional probabilistic models [6, 3]. In this paper we focus on directed

relational probabilistic models such as relational or first-order log-

ical extensions of Bayesian networks [3, 6, 9, 5]. While CSI has

been well-studied for propositional models such as Bayesian net-

works (e.g. [2, 10]), this is not the case for relational models. The
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goal of this paper is to study the presence of CSI in directed rela-

tional probabilistic models and the influence of CSI on the efficiency

of inference with such models. The contributions of this paper are

three-fold. First, we show that directed relational probabilistic mod-

els often exhibit CSI by identifying three different sources of CSI

in such models, two of which are inherent to the relational charac-

ter of the models (Section 3). Second, we show how to exploit CSI

to make inference with such models more efficient, in particular for

inference algorithms based on Gibbs sampling (Section 4). Third,

we perform experiments on real-world data to validate the previous

contributions. Our experimental results show that exploiting CSI in

Gibbs sampling yields speedups of up to an order of magnitude and

that these speedups grow with the size of the data (Section 5).

A variety of languages or ‘formalisms’ for representing directed

relational probabilistic models has been proposed [3, 6, 9]. In this

paper we use Logical Bayesian Networks [5], but our work applies

to many of the other formalisms as well (see Section 3.3).

We now first discuss the idea behind directed relational probabilis-

tic models and the formalism Logical Bayesian Networks.

2 DIRECTED RELATIONAL PROBABILISTIC
MODELS

We assume familiarity with the basics of probability theory [8, Ch.1].

We denote random variables (RVs) by capital letters (for instance X),

values or states of an RV by lower case letters (x), sets of RVs by

boldface capital letters (X) and their joint states by boldface lower

case letters (x). We refer to the set of possible states of an RV X as

the range of X , denoted range(X). We only consider discrete RVs

(i.e. RVs with a finite range). A conditional probability distribution

(CPD) for an RV X conditioned on a set of other RVs Y is a function

that maps each state of Y to a probability distribution for X .

A Bayesian network [8] for a set of RVs X consists of a set of

CPDs: for each X ∈ X there is a CPD for X conditioned on a (pos-

sibly empty) set of RVs called the parents of X . The probability dis-

tribution for X conditioned on its parents pa(X) is denoted P (X |
pa(X)). A Bayesian network represents a probability distribution

P (X) on the set of possible states of X: P (X) is the product of the

CPDs in the Bayesian network, P (X) =
Q

X∈X
P (X | pa(X)).

P (X) is a proper probability distribution provided that the parent re-

lation is acyclic (the parent relation is often visualized as a directed

acyclic graph but given the CPDs this graph is redundant).

From a logical perspective, Bayesian networks use a propositional

representation. It has been proposed many times to lift them to a

first-order or relational representation, leading to many different for-



malisms for representing the resulting models [3, 6, 9]. Below we

focus on the formalism of Logical Bayesian Networks [5, 4] (for the

relationship to other formalisms, see Section 3.3). We only discuss

the aspects of this formalism that are relevant to this paper.

The core idea behind Logical Bayesian Networks and many other

related formalisms is to use parameterized RVs instead of regular

RVs [4, 9]. Parameterized RVs have a number of typed parameters

ranging over certain populations. For instance, to indicate whether

a movie is blockbuster we can use a parameterized RV blockb(M)
and to indicate whether an actor acts in a movie we can use a pa-

rameterized RV acts(A, M), with M and A parameters from the

populations of movies and actors respectively. When each parame-

ter in a parameterized RV is instantiated to a particular element of

its population, we obtain a regular or “concrete” RV, for instance

blockb(m) or acts(a, m), with m a particular movie and a a partic-

ular actor. Note that we denote parameters by upper case letters (A,

M ) and elements from a population by lower case letters (a, m).

2.1 Syntax of Logical Bayesian Networks (LBNs)

An LBN consists of a set of parameterized CPDs, one for each pa-

rameterized RV. Each CPD is represented as a relational or first-order

logical probability tree [4, 5]. This is a decision tree in which each in-

ternal node contains a boolean test and each leaf contains a probabil-

ity distribution on the range of the parameterized RV. Figure 1 shows

the CPD for blockb(M): it specifies that whether M is a blockbuster

depends on the language of M and the number of popular actors in

M . Parameters other than M are called free parameters in this CPD

(e.g. A). Two types of tests can be used in the internal nodes of a tree.

• A test of the form X = x, with X a parameterized RV without

free parameters (e.g. language(M) = english in Figure 1).

• An aggregate test: a boolean test on the value of an aggregate

function. In this paper we consider two aggregate functions.

– Count (CNT) takes as argument a conjunction called the collect-

conjunction. Each conjunct is of the form X = x with X a

parameterized RV that contains free parameters. The output of

CNT is computed by collecting all different joint instantiations

of the free parameters for which the collect-conjunction is sat-

isfied, and counting them (e.g. for the test in Figure 1 this is the

number of actors who act in M and have a high popularity).

– Mode takes two arguments: a collect-conjunction and a pa-

rameterized RV called the collect-RV. The output is com-

puted by collecting the state of the collect-RV for all differ-

ent joint instantiations of the free parameters for which the

collect-conjunction is satisfied, and then taking the mode (i.e.

the most frequently occurring state). For instance, the test

MODE(acts(A, M) = yes, pop(A))= high collects the popu-

larity of all actors in M and checks whether the mode is ‘high’.

2.2 Semantics of Logical Bayesian Networks

An LBN, in combination with a given population for each type,

specifies a probability distribution. Let X denote the set of all con-

crete RVs that can be obtained by grounding all parameterized RVs

with respect to the populations. The probability distribution speci-

fied by an LBN is a distribution on the set of possible states of X:

P (X) =
Q

X∈X
P (X|pa(X)), with P (X|pa(X)) the CPD for X .

The CPD for a concrete RV X ∈ X is obtained from the param-

eterized CPD Cp for the parameterized RV Xp associated to X: we

language(M) = english

CNT(acts(A, M) = yes ∧ pop(A) = high) > 3

P (blockb(M) = yes) = 0.9
P (blockb(M) = no) = 0.1

P (blockb(M) = yes) = 0.4
P (blockb(M) = no) = 0.6

P (blockb(M) = yes) = 0.2
P (blockb(M) = no) = 0.8

Figure 1. The CPD tree for the parameterized RV blockb(M). When a
test in a node succeeds the left branch is taken, otherwise the right branch.

simply instantiate all parameters of Xp in Cp. For instance, to obtain

the CPD for blockb(m) we instantiate all occurrences of M in the

parameterized CPD for blockb(M) to m. Note that the only param-

eters that remain are those inside aggregate tests, in this case A.

The parents of a concrete RV X are all the concrete RVs in X that

unify with an RV in an internal node of the CPD for X . For instance,

the parents of blockb(m) are language(m) and an RV acts(a, m)
and pop(a) for each a in the population of actors.

3 CONTEXT-SPECIFIC INDEPENDENCE IN
LOGICAL BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Context-specific independence (CSI) is defined as follows [2].

Definition 1 (CSI) Let X and Y be distinct RVs and Z be a set

of RVs. Then X is contextually independent of Y given Z = z if

P (X | Y,Z = z) = P (X | Z = z) whenever P (Y,Z = z) > 0.

This contextual independence is denoted X ⊥c Y | Z = z.

It follows from the usual definition of conditional independence (CI)

[2] that X is conditionally independent of Y given Z only if for each

possible state z, X is contextually independent of Y given Z = z.

This shows that CSI is a more fine-grained notion than CI.

We now show that LBNs exhibit CSI. We only discuss local CSI,

CSI that involves only an RV and its parents [2]. Non-local CSI can

be derived from local CSI using the criterion of CSI-separation [2].

3.1 Sources of CSI in Logical Bayesian Networks

Local CSI occurs if an RV X is contextually independent of one of

its parents Y given the state of some of its other parents. Since Y is

a parent of X , we known that Y occurs at least once in the internal

nodes of the CPD tree for X . In this section we assume that Y occurs

exactly once. If Y occurs multiple times, see Section 3.2.

For Bayesian networks, it is known that local CSI can be derived

from the CPDs [2]. Below we show that the same holds for LBNs.

Concretely, we identify three sources of local CSI in LBNs.

3.1.1 Tree-CSI

The first source of CSI in LBNs is the tree structure of the CPDs. We

refer to this type of CSI as tree-CSI. Let X be a concrete RV and let

Y be a parent of X that occurs in the test in an internal node n of the

CPD tree for X . There are two possible cases.

• n is the root node of the CPD tree:

In this case there is no tree-CSI between X and Y .



• n is not the root node of the CPD tree:

Let path(n) be the condition describing the path from the root to

n [2]. X is contextually independent of Y given that path(n) is

false: X ⊥c Y | ¬path(n). For instance, if we use the CPD of

Figure 1, it holds for any movie m and actor a in the population

that blockb(m) ⊥c pop(a) | ¬(language(m) = english).

Tree-CSI has been well-studied in the context of Bayesian networks

[2]. Hence the above result is not our contribution. In contrast, the

next two types of CSI are inherent to the relational character of LBNs

and have (to the best of our knowledge) not been studied before.

3.1.2 Conjunction-CSI

The second source of CSI in LBNs are the conjunctions inside ag-

gregate tests. We refer to this type of CSI as conjunction-CSI. Let X
be a concrete RV and let Y be a parent of X that occurs inside an

aggregate test in the CPD tree for X . There are three possible cases.

• Y occurs in the collect-conjunction ϕ of a (count or mode) aggre-

gate and ϕ has only one conjunct:

In this case there is no conjunction-CSI between X and Y .

• Y occurs in the collect-conjunction ϕ of a (count or mode) aggre-

gate and ϕ has two or more conjuncts:

In general, ϕ is of the form ∧i(Zi = zi). Suppose that Y occurs

in the j-th conjunct (i.e. Y matches with Zj). Let F1, . . . Fl be

the parameters that are free but do not occur in Y . Then it holds

that X ⊥c Y | ¬(∃F1, . . . Fl : ∧i6=jZi = zi). Let us explain this

further with some examples. For the count aggregate in Figure 1

it holds that blockb(m) ⊥c pop(a) | ¬(acts(a, m) = yes). In

this case no existential quantifier is needed. An example of where

it is needed is the following. Suppose that the CPD tree for an RV

p(A) contains the aggregate CNT(q(A, B) = yes ∧ r(B, C) =
yes ∧ s(C) = v). Then it holds that p(a) ⊥c s(c) | ¬(∃B :
q(a, B) = yes∧ r(B, c) = yes). The rationale is as follows: any

instantiation of B for which q(a, B) = yes ∧ r(B, c) = yes is

true, creates a probabilistic influence of s(c) on p(a). Hence there

only is CSI if there exists no such instantiation of B.

• Y matches with the collect-RV of a mode aggregate:

Let ϕ be the collect-conjunction of the mode aggregate and let

F1, . . . Fl be the parameters that are free but do not occur in

Y . Then it holds that X ⊥c Y | ¬(∃F1, . . . Fl : ϕ). For

instance, if the CPD for blockb(M) would contain an aggre-

gate MODE(acts(A, M) = yes, pop(A)), then it would hold that

blockb(m) ⊥c pop(a) | ¬(acts(a, m) = yes). The reasoning is

very similar to that of the second case in this list.

3.1.3 Aggregate-CSI

The third source of CSI in LBNs are the aggregate functions. We

refer to this type of CSI as aggregate-CSI. The formal specification

of the conditions under which aggregate-CSI occurs is rather ver-

bose and does not fit in the space available (nor does it provide a lot

of intuition). Below we explain the main idea. This is sufficient for

dealing with all the real-world LBNs that we use in our experiments.

• Count aggregates:

Consider the test in Figure 1: CNT(acts(A, M) = yes ∧
pop(A) = high) > 3. It holds that blockb(m) ⊥c pop(a) |
(CNTA 6=a(acts(A, m) = yes ∧ pop(A) = high) 6= 3). Here

CNTA 6=a() means the usual except that we do not count instanti-

ations in which A = a. The intuition behind this CSI-condition

is the following. CNT() can be computed as CNTA 6=a() + ∆, with

∆ being 1 if acts(a, m) = yes ∧ pop(a) = high is true and 0

otherwise. The test checks whether CNT() > 3. Whether this test

succeeds or not depends on ∆ only if CNTA 6=a() is exactly 3. If

CNTA 6=a() is greater than 3, the test succeeds regardless of ∆, and

hence regardless of pop(a). If CNTA 6=a() is smaller than 3, the test

fails regardless of pop(a). This proves the above CSI-condition.

• Mode aggregates:

Suppose that the CPD for blockb(M) would contain a test

MODE(acts(A, M) = yes, pop(A))=high. Then it holds that

blockb(m) ⊥c pop(a) | (MODE MARGIN
high
A 6=A(acts(A, m) =

yes, pop(A)) /∈ {0,−1}). Here MODE MARGIN
high() is the

number of times that the collected state is ‘high’ minus the num-

ber of times that it is val, with val the most frequent state apart

from ‘high’. The intuition is similar as for CNT: if the margin is

greater than 0, the above test succeeds regardless of pop(a); if the

margin is smaller than −1, the test fails regardless of pop(a).

3.2 Putting it all together

So far we have considered the three types of CSI separately. Any

of the three types is sufficient for making X contextually indepen-

dent of Y . For instance, we have seen above that blockb(M) can be

contextually-independent of pop(A) due to any of the three types. In

general, it holds that X ⊥c Y | (cTREE ∨cCONJ ∨cAGGR), where

cTREE denotes the condition under which X is contextually inde-

pendent of Y due to tree-CSI and similar for cCONJ and cAGGR.

So far we also assumed that Y occurs only once in the internal

nodes of the CPD tree for X . If Y occurs multiple times (for instance

in different branches of the tree), then X is only contextually inde-

pendent of Y if there is CSI for each of the occurrences. To be pre-

cise, it holds that X ⊥c Y | ∧i (cTREE
i ∨ cCONJ

i ∨ cAGGR
i ), where

the conjunction ∧i ranges over all occurrences of Y , and cTREE
i is

the condition under which X is contextually independent of the i-th
occurrence of Y due to tree-CSI and similar for cCONJ

i and cAGGR
i .

3.3 Relevance of our results

Above we focussed on LBNs. Our discussion is also relevant to many

other formalisms for representing relational probabilistic models.

We identified three types of CSI in LBNs. Conjunction-CSI oc-

curs for virtually any relational probabilistic formalism, as conjunc-

tions of logical literals or relations are used in some way in all of

them. Aggregate-CSI of course only occurs in those formalisms that

use the concept of aggregate tests. This includes several well-known

formalisms like Probabilistic Relational Models [6, Ch.5], Bayesian

Logic Programs [6, Ch.10], CLP(BN ) [3, Ch.6], and probabilistic

logic programming formalisms that allow the use of meta-predicates

[4]. Tree-CSI is, unlike the previous types of CSI, not inherent to

the relational character of LBNs but to the tree-structured CPDs that

we use in LBNs. Tree-CSI has limited relevance to other relational

probabilistic formalisms: the only other formalisms that use tree-

structured CPDs are BLOG (to some extent [7]) and Relational De-

pendency Networks (which deals with undirected models [6, Ch.8]).

4 EXPLOITING CONTEXT-SPECIFIC
INDEPENDENCE IN GIBBS SAMPLING

We now consider the task of performing probabilistic inference with

an LBN. Given the set of all concrete RVs X (as determined by



procedure GIBBS SAMPLING(E,Q,D)
1 for each E ∈ E 8 repeat until enough samples

2 set E to its known state 9 for each U ∈ U

3 U = Q ∪ D 10 compute PMB(U)
4 for each U ∈ U 11 sample u from PMB(U)
5 set U to random state 12 set U to u
6 if U ∈ Q 13 if U ∈ Q

7 init counters for U 14 update counters for U

Figure 2. The Gibbs sampling algorithm.

the populations for each type) an LBN defines a probability distri-

bution P (X). In a typical inference task, we have certain evidence,

i.e. we know the true state of a subset of X, and we need to answer

certain questions about the distribution P (X) conditioned on this

evidence. The most common inference task is to compute marginal

probabilities (a marginal probability is the probability that a particu-

lar non-evidence RV is in a particular state given the evidence).

Inference with relational probabilistic models such as LBNs is of-

ten computationally intractable for real-world population sizes (in-

ference with Bayesian networks is NP-hard [8]). Hence, one often

uses approximate inference algorithms such as Monte Carlo algo-

rithms that draw samples from the given distribution conditioned on

the evidence. A very popular such algorithm is Gibbs sampling.

4.1 Gibbs sampling

Let E be the set of evidence RVs, Q the set of query RVs (for which

we need to compute marginal probabilities) and D the set of remain-

ing RVs, also called don’t care RVs (D = X \ Q \ E). We call an

RV unobserved if it is in Q∪D. Pseudocode for the Gibbs sampling

algorithm [1, 11] is shown in Figure 2. We now explain this further.

First all evidence RVs are instantiated to their known state and all

unobserved RVs are instantiated to a random state. We also create a

number of counters: for each query RV Q and each q ∈ range(Q)
we create a counter to store the number of samples in which Q is in

state q. Next the sampling process starts. To create one sample, we

visit (in an arbitrary but fixed order) all unobserved RVs. For each

visited RV U , we compute the distribution PMB(U) for U condi-

tioned on the current state of all RVs in the Markov blanket of U (see

below), we randomly sample a state u from PMB(U), we set U to u,

and if U is a query RV we increment the counter for 〈U, u〉. This en-

tire procedure is repeated until enough samples have been collected.

In practice, we use a slight variation of the above approach which

includes a number of common optimizations.2

After having drawn a number of samples, it is straightforward to

construct an estimate of all required marginal probabilities based on

the computed counts: the estimated marginal probability that a query

RV Q is in a given state is equal to the number of samples in which Q
is in that state divided by the total number of samples N . The higher

N , the closer the estimated marginal probabilities will generally be to

their correct values (with N going to infinity the estimates converge

to the correct values provided that all CPDs are strictly positive) [1].

2 We check for each query RV Q whether all RVs in its Markov blanket are
evidence RVs. If yes, we can compute the marginal of Q directly and we
discard Q in the sampling process (i.e. we do not visit it). We also check
for each don’t care RV whether it is relevant to the query RVs. We do this
by computing the ‘support network’ [3, Ch.7] for the query RVs. All don’t
care RVs that do not occur in this network are independent of the query RVs
given the evidence, hence we can discard them in the sampling process.

4.2 The need for efficient Gibbs sampling

Gibbs sampling is often used by giving the sampling process a fixed

time to run before computing the estimates. In this case, any gain in

efficiency of the sampling process might lead to a gain in accuracy

of the estimates (the less time per sample, the more samples in the

given time, so the more accurate the estimates). Hence it is important

that the sampling process is as efficient as possible.

The bottleneck in Gibbs sampling is the computation of the distri-

bution PMB(U) of an RV U conditioned on its Markov blanket (line

10 in Figure 2). This distribution is the following [1]

PMB(U) = c P (U | pa(U))
Y

X∈ch(U)

P (X | pa(X)),

with c a normalization constant and ch(U) the set of children of U
(X is called a child of U if and only if U is a parent of X). Finding

this distribution requires a number of computations, mainly apply-

ing or “calling” a number of CPDs. Concretely, we call the CPD for

U (given the current state of U ’s parents) and then we loop over all

u′ ∈ range(U ) and for each u′ we set U to u′ and we call the CPD

for each of the children of U (given the current state of their par-

ents, which includes u′). At the end, we compute the normalization

constant c, and we obtain the distribution PMB(U).

The above shows that computing PMB(U) requires 1 +
|range(U)| × |ch(U)| different CPD-calls. This can be computa-

tionally expensive since an RV in a relational model can have many

children (e.g. several dozens) and even a single CPD-call can be rel-

atively expensive when the CPD involves aggregate tests. Moreover,

computing a distribution PMB(U) needs to happen millions of times

during the entire Gibbs sampling process. Hence, eliminating any re-

dundant CPD-calls that might occur during Gibbs sampling can yield

significant speedups. This is where CSI comes into play.

4.3 The influence of CSI on Gibbs sampling

Consider what happens in the computation of PMB(U) when there is

CSI, concretely when some child X of U is contextually independent

of U given the current state of the other RVs. Because of the CSI, the

factor P (X | pa(X)) will be the same for all states u′ of U , so in

the above normalization step these factors will cancel out. In other

words: a child that is contextually independent of U does not have

any actual influence on the distribution PMB(U).

Instead of taking into account all children of U in the computa-

tion of PMB(U), we can limit ourselves to those children that are

not contextually independent of U . This saves us a number of CPD-

calls, concretely |range(U)| CPD-calls per child that is contextually

independent. To find the children of U that are not contextually inde-

pendent of U we simply loop over all children, and for each child X
we check whether there is CSI between X and U given the current

state of the other RVs. The exact condition under which there is CSI

between an RV and its child is determined as in Section 3. We refer

to this approach as Gibbs sampling with CSI.3

We have defined three different types of CSI in Section 3. We

can in principle decide for each type of CSI separately whether we

exploit it or not. Recall that the CSI-condition is generally of the

3 Our Gibbs sampling algorithm can also be used for other formalisms (for
directed relational probabilistic models) than LBNs. The algorithm has ac-
cess to the model at hand only through two functions: one for calling the
CPD for an RV and one for finding the children of an RV U that are not
contextually independent of U . To do Gibbs sampling with a model we
only need to supply these two functions, no matter what the formalism is.



form ∧i(c
TREE
i ∨ cCONJ

i ∨ cAGGR
i ). If we decide, for instance,

not to exploit conjunction-CSI, then we simply check the condition

∧i(c
TREE
i ∨ cAGGR

i ) instead. Since we considered 3 different types

of CSI, there are 8 (=23) possible combinations. In other words, there

are 8 different CSI-settings that we can run Gibbs sampling with,

ranging from not exploiting CSI (standard Gibbs sampling) to ex-

ploiting all types of CSI. Note that these different CSI-settings all

produce exactly the same sequence of samples (because with each

CSI-setting we obtain the same, correct, distribution PMB(U)).

It is not necessarily the case that the more different types of CSI

we exploit, the more efficient Gibbs sampling will be. This is be-

cause exploiting CSI has two opposing effects. On the one hand, CSI

reduces the number of required CPD-calls. The more different types

of CSI we exploit, the higher the savings. On the other hand, check-

ing for each child whether the CSI-condition holds also consumes

time. The more different types of CSI we exploit, the more com-

plex the CSI-condition becomes, and hence the more time it takes to

check it. Hence, whether exploiting a particular kind of CSI makes

Gibbs sampling faster or not depends on which of these two effects

is dominant. We perform experiments to investigate this.

5 EXPERIMENTS

The aim of our experiments is to analyze the influence of the different

types of CSI on the efficiency of Gibbs sampling. Recall that we can

run Gibbs sampling with 8 different CSI-settings. We perform exper-

iments on a number of inference tasks and compare the runtimes of

Gibbs sampling with each of these 8 settings.

5.1 Experimental setup

We use three real-world datasets that are very common in the area of

relational probabilistic models: IMDB, UWCSE and WebKB [3]. To

obtain the model (the LBN) for a dataset, one approach could have

been to construct the model manually. However, we would then have

to choose ourselves to which extent the model exhibits CSI, which

could of course greatly influence our results. Hence we instead took

a more objective approach: we used machine learning algorithms to

learn a model from each dataset (we used the ordering-search algo-

rithm for LBNs [5]). Some statistics about the datasets and the mod-

els are given in Table 1 (see Fierens et al. [5] for more information).

Table 1. Properties of the datasets (number of RVs) and the corresponding
models (types of aggregate tests).

Dataset Parameterized RVs Concrete RVs Aggregates
IMDB 7 2852 Count
UWCSE 10 9607 Count + Mode
WebKB 5 3194 Count

We use two types of inference tasks. In the first type, all concrete

RVs associated to a particular parameterized RV X are query RVs

and all others are evidence RVs (this is a common setting [11]). For

each parameterized RV X in each dataset there is a separate infer-

ence task. In more than half of the resulting inference tasks the en-

tire Markov blanket of each query RV is given as evidence; we omit

such tasks since they are trivial (they do not require Gibbs sampling).

In the second type of inference tasks, we randomly select for each

dataset 25% of all concrete RVs as query RVs and we use all others

as evidence RVs. We perform each experiment 10 times, each time

with a different random selection, and we report the average runtime.

We also performed experiments with other percentages of query RVs

(5%, 15%, 35% and 50%), the results are very similar to those with

25% (when we use more query RVs, the runtime goes up for all CSI-

settings but the relative differences between these settings stay quasi

constant). In total we use 11 different inference tasks, see Table 2.

Table 2. Definition of the 11 inference tasks and the runtime of standard
Gibbs sampling (i.e. without CSI) on these tasks.

Task Dataset Query RVs Time Task Dataset Query RVs Time
T1 IMDB acts 1249s T7 UWCSE teaches 3880s
T2 IMDB directs 258s T8 UWCSE random 25% 3031s
T3 IMDB random 25% 406s T9 WebKB has-project 1464s
T4 UWCSE advised-by 4162s T10 WebKB prof 1528s
T5 UWCSE co-author 566s T11 WebKB random 25% 819s
T6 UWCSE phase 535s

We measured the runtime of Gibbs sampling with the 8 different

CSI-settings on the 11 inference tasks. We performed Gibbs sam-

pling with 10 parallel chains and collected 11000 samples (the first

1000 samples are used as burn-in samples). Since our main goal is

to investigate the relative efficiency of the different CSI-settings, the

choice of the number of samples does not heavily influence our con-

clusions. Recall that for a given task all CSI-settings produce exactly

the same sequence of samples (Section 4.3).

5.2 Experimental results

Table 2 shows the runtime for the setting without CSI (standard

Gibbs sampling). Table 3 shows the speedup factor for the other set-

tings (due to space limits we can only show 4 of the 7 other settings).

The speedup factor for a CSI-setting S is the runtime of standard

Gibbs sampling divided by the runtime of S. We now analyze our

results by answering three questions that successively come to mind.

Table 3. Speedup factors for various CSI-settings (ALL-EXC-TREE stands
for ALL-EXCEPT-TREE, and similar for the others).

ALL- ALL- ALL- ALL- ALL- ALL-
EXC- EXC- EXC- EXC- EXC- EXC-

Task ALL TREE CONJ AGGR Task ALL TREE CONJ AGGR

T1 4.56 4.61 2.70 1.15 T7 6.17 6.18 0.81 7.35
T2 2.31 2.26 0.88 2.74 T8 3.36 2.58 0.96 3.43
T3 3.32 3.18 1.90 1.30 T9 2.96 2.44 2.96 1.19
T4 5.45 5.31 0.83 6.25 T10 1.38 1.31 1.38 1.06
T5 1.13 0.99 1.15 0.99 T11 1.83 1.68 1.83 1.11
T6 13.02 10.64 1.43 9.29 AVG 4.62 4.22 3.26 3.75

5.2.1 Does CSI help to speed up Gibbs sampling?

Let us first consider the CSI-setting in which all types of CSI are

exploited, denoted ALL in Table 3. The speedup depends heavily on

the task at hand: in the worst case it is negligible (a factor 1.13 on

T5), in the best case it is large (a factor 13 on T6). For the tasks

where the speedup is negligible, we found that there is simply almost

no CSI in the relevant CPDs. On average the speedup is a factor 4.62

so overall CSI is quite useful to speed up Gibbs sampling.

5.2.2 Which types of CSI are responsible for the speedups?

Let us first consider the influence of tree-CSI. To do so, we can com-

pare the speedup for ALL and ALL-EXCEPT-TREE in Table 3. The gap



between the two is usually quite small. This shows that tree-CSI has

only a small contribution to the speedup of ALL. Indeed, we noticed

that in the computation of PMB(U) it happens relatively rarely that

a child of U is contextually independent of U due to tree-CSI. This is

because our CPDs are mostly shallow trees, and the same RVs often

occur in several branches of the tree, which inhibits tree-CSI.

Let us now consider conjunction-CSI. The gap between the

speedups for ALL and ALL-EXCEPT-CONJ is often quite large, which

indicates that conjunction-CSI has a large contribution to the speedup

of ALL. To verify this we performed additional experiments in which

we varied the population size for the tasks on which conjunction-CSI

has the largest contribution. Figure 3 (top, left+right) shows some

representative results: the speedup grows with the population size

and is almost entirely due to conjunction-CSI on these tasks.
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Figure 3. Influence of the population size on the speedup (each result is an
average over three measurements, error bars indicate the standard deviation).

Similarly, there are other tasks on which aggregate-CSI is the main

responsible for the speedups. Figure 3 (bottom, left+right) shows

some tasks for which this is the case. The speedup factor again grows

with the population size. This is a positive result: speedups are more

necessary for large population sizes than for small ones.

To summarize, mainly the two types of CSI that are inherent to the

relational character of LBNs are responsible for the speedups.

5.2.3 What is the optimal (most efficient) CSI-setting?

Table 4 shows the optimal setting for each of the tasks. On 5 of the 11

tasks, ALL is the optimal setting. On the other tasks, ALL is outper-

formed by a setting that exploits fewer types of CSI. This shows that

exploiting a particular type of CSI sometimes yields a slowdown in-

stead of speedup. This happens when the cost of detecting that type of

CSI (checking the CSI-condition) outweighs the resulting gain (the

reduced number of CPD-calls). This raises the question: when we are

given a new inference task, which CSI-setting should we use?

Table 4 shows that when ALL is not the optimal setting, which

setting is optimal instead depends heavily on the task at hand. Given

a new inference task, we currently do not know how to predict on

beforehand which setting will be the optimal one. Hence, using ALL

is the safest approach. Moreover, Table 4 shows that even if we were

able to predict the optimal setting for a task, the speedup with respect

to ALL would be very modest at best (a factor of 1.22 in the very best

case). Hence our recommendation is to always use the setting ALL.

Table 4. The optimal (most efficient) CSI-setting for each task.

Improvement Improvement
Task Optimal setting w.r.t. ALL Task Optimal setting w.r.t. ALL

T1 ALL-EXC-TREE 1.01 T7 ONLY-CONJ 1.19
T2 ONLY-CONJ 1.22 T8 ALL-EXC-AGGR 1.02
T3 ALL - T9 ALL -
T4 ALL-EXC-AGGR 1.15 T10 ALL -
T5 ALL-EXC-CONJ 1.02 T11 ALL -
T6 ALL -

6 CONCLUSION

We studied the presence of context-specific independence (CSI) in

directed relational probabilistic models. We showed that such models

often exhibit CSI by identifying three different sources of CSI in

such models. We then considered the task of performing approximate

inference with such models using Gibbs sampling. We argued that

it is important that the sampling process is as efficient as possible

and showed how CSI can be exploited to this end. Experiments on

real-world data show that this yields speedups of up to an order of

magnitude. The speedups often grow with the population size and are

mainly due to the two types of CSI that are inherent to the relational

character of the models, namely conjunction-CSI and aggregate-CSI.
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